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Killara Road – Graded Scratch Races – April 25
th

April 25, 2009 saw Killara Road, Gruyere host the Eastern
Veterans Cycling Club’s weekly club race.  The forecast
inclement weather and the VVCC open at Seymour kept a few
away and it was a small field of 52 that came out to tackle the
16k out and back loop over six five graded races (a-e/f).
Killara Road is a tough undulating course, starting from the
Gruyere hall (at the oval) it proceeds east up past the Primary
School to Ford Hill where it turns back on itself to return
through the start finish area.  It then continues west up a short
hill from the oval before descending to Stringybark creek then
up again and on to the Coldstream airport where it turns back
to complete the sixteen-kilometre hot-dog lap at the oval.

It was an overcast day and the clouds to the south looked extra
threatening, a northerly wind keeping them at bay.  The strong
northerly may have kept the weather from the circuit but it was
destined to play havoc with the bunches.

Race report

a-grade

The tyranny of distance, a disinclination for inclines, a VVCC
open and the probability of precipitation keeping the numbers
down with only eight starters in the a-grade race.  A solid but
steady pace up to the eastern turnaround for the first time
sorted the prepared from the not quite ready, Rob Amos
struggling up the last pinch but his superior descending ability
soon seeing the full compliment restored.  On the return to the
oval David Holt had a go at splitting the bunch but nobody was
interested in joining him, the majority content to hold it
together a while longer – protection in numbers.  Steve Ross,
the more concerned of the chasers, putting in some hard yards
to keep David within reach.

Approaching the end of lap one Dave Anderson made an effort
to get across to David Holt t he resultant surge in response,
combined with his earlier work, saw Steve Ross dropped from
the small chase pack and unable to get back on.  The two
Dave’ eventually getting together as the second lap started, the
chase not far behind.  The chase continued into the second lap
and the breakaway was pegged back at the top of Ford Hill.
The remaining seven descending to start the second half of the
lap as one.

On the short nip up to the airport a gap appeared at fourth
wheel and Rob, Phil Smith and the two David’s found
themselves with a bit of break and put the hammer down to

nail it down.  Guy Green sensed the danger in allowing the
foursome their heads and bridged, leaving Alan Goodrope and
Phil Cavaleri to their own devices.  The next lap and a quarter (to
the bell) passed fairly uneventfully, the quintet working well
together, swapping off turns, content to let the course and
conditions wear the competition down.  Any urges to surge
through this stage were quickly quashed, reinforcing the wait and
see mentality.  It was going to come down to the last lap.

Rob Amos rode tempo up Ford Hill for the last time in an effort
to stave off the cramp that was threatening to lock his legs, losing
a couple of bike lengths to Phil, Guy and David.  Dave Anderson
also struggled up to the turn but unlike Rob was unable to regain
the group on the descent.  It was now a race of four, Dave not
giving in but under the conditions unlikely to rejoin.

At the final turn it was still four, although Dave’s persistence had
him not far behind.  To maintain the odds the leaders had to
maintain the pressure, which they did, Dave finally cracking half-
way back.  With Dave out of the picture there was just enough
time to re-assess the situation and plan a strategy before action
would be required.

On the final hill Guy was watching Phil, Phil was watching Guy,
the others were watching Guy watching Phil watching Guy.   It
was Guy who took the initiative, att acking the other three half-
way up the incline.  Phil chased hard but couldn’t close the five
metres Guy opened up with the initial jump.  David also chasing
but losing ground to the renowned climbers.  Rob, nursing his
lactate infused hydration-deprived muscles, rode his own pace.
That was how they went over the top and that was how they went
over the line; Guy, Phil, David - David’s superior mass closing
the gap to Phil on the descent but not enough to deprive him of
second.  The podium settled Rob followed not far behind then
Dave and Alan (who had stayed out there to complete the race)
finishing further back.

b-grade

Fifteen starters headed off up from the oval with a little
trepidation for the sixty odd kilometres that lay ahead, the
prospect even deterring Kevin Starr from his usual early race
forays.  Consequent to the cautious approach the pace was fairly
pedestrian for the first lap.  It was too early for any moves on the
Ford Hill climb but wheels were watched with anticipation.  On
the way back down to the footy ground Trevor Coulter made a
half-hearted move and got twenty-five metres clear, the total lack
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of response from the bunch left Trevor hanging until the
Primary School bump where he quietly slipped back into the
line.

The run to the Coldstream airport turn proceeded in much the
same fashion, everybody riding tempo up the inclines and
happily sitting a wheel else where.  On the return to complete
the first lap Stuart Bendall tested the waters, jumping twenty
metres up the road then looking around to see if he’d attracted
any interest - none, before retiring back to the bunch to try
again later.  Stuart tried twice more before lap’s end to get a
rise from somebody, or a couple of somebodies, but no-one
was interested in joining him and both times he returned fairly
soon after departing.

The negative attitude seemed to pervade the bunch and the
next lap and a half only saw a couple of surges by Kevin that
were ignored by most until a third pair of wheels tried to
bridge.  At that point the minds in the bunch went ‘a break of
four may have a chance’, the legs responded and the needle
returned to the start of the song and we all cycled on as before.
In between thinking that ‘a break of four may have a chance’
the minds were contemplating a) the most likely spot where
the att ack would occur, b) when the at tack would occur, and
c) who was going to be the one to att ack.  The obvious places
were the climb of Ford Hill or those up from the oval or
Stringybark Creek, the most likely timing – no earlier than the
third lap.  The likely lad – Nick Tapp, then either Quentin
Frayne (an unknown) or Nigel Kimber, depending on how
their legs were holding up.

Despite the seemingly tame race, the conditions, and the few
surges, took their toll on a few who may have overdone the
Easter eggs and hot cross buns, only nine of the original
fourteen starting the third lap.  The att ack didn’t come on the
climb up Ford Hill, the att ack didn’t come on the bump to the
Primary School nor on the climb out from the start/finish area
by the oval.  The att ack didn’t come on the climb from
Stringbark Creek but that’s where the race was decided.  Nigel
finally putting his nose into the wind and causing a split in the
ranks.

At the airport it was Nigel, Trevor, Anthony Gullace and
Quentin with a small lead over Nick, Kevin, Greg Lipple and
Stuart.  On the turn Quentin and Trevor elected to back off and
allow the chase to swallow them leaving Nigel and Anthony
on their pats (?? _ ed.).  The chase chased but seemed unable
to make any grounds on the break.  The break broke, on the
rise to Gruyere Road before the drop to the bell Anthony was
unable to hold Nigel’s wheel.  The chase broke on the same
stretch with Trevor making an effort to recall Anthony, Nick
holding his wheel the longest, the remainder splintering in
their wake.

Past the officials and the tolling bell Nigel had a clear lead,
Anthony in pursuit with Trevor closing on him.  Next through
was Nick who had Stuart trying to catch his wheel, then
Quentin, Kevin and Greg.  The effort to stay in touch up the
last rise proving too much for the stragglers; Kevin and Greg
taking the opportunity for early drinks.  Quentin pushed on a
little farther before questioning the sense of another slog up
Ford Hill, turning at the school and also retiring.

Trevor caught Anthony as the race continued toward the last time
up Ford Hill, the pair sharing turns in pursuit.  It took till the
return to the oval for Stuart to catch Nick, Stuart’s strength the
down hills, Nick’s the ups, the pair yo-yoing their way out to the
Coldstream end for the last time.  At the final turn Nigel had over
two minutes on Anthony and Trevor with the pairing of Nick and
Stuart equidistant from them.

As Nigel cruised across the line the minor placings were being
settled on the rise to Gruyere road, Trevor riding away from
Anthony, who had no response, made the descent and crossed the
line well clear for second.  The last battle on the road went to the
wire.  Stuart knowing it was the last climb buried himself to hold
Nick’s wheel to the top then sat the sit till a hundred metres out
before clunking it down (up) a couple and blewing past, leaving
Nick the last rider on course.

c-grade (Colin O’Brien)

Killara Road is always a tough challenge and Saturday was to be
no exception.  The nearby Coldstream weather station recording a
maximum wind gust of 52kph during our race (and, I’m certain,
quite a bit stronger on some of the exposed road near the airport)
and “feels like” temperatures of 10 to 11oC.  The conditions
requiring total concentration with the wind nearly blowing one
rider over.  With just seven entries in c-grade, including a super
fit Deb Chambers, tactics were difficult to predict.

The question was…would Deb ride away?  Would she wait?  The
small bunch and the tough conditions being ideal (?? - ed.) for a
break away but they also made the competition difficult.

Bruce Hawker set a solid pace from the gun and it, and the hill to
the first turnaround, proved too much for Tony Curulli who lost
contact before the top and under the conditions never regained the
shelter of the bunch.  Heading back out to the Coldstream
turnaround Gary LeRoy took over.  Then Colin O’Brien took a
long turn lasting almost a full lap except for the approach to and
the steep hill at the eastern turnaround which was led by … Deb.
Returning to the front Colin led the group back through the
start/finish area to complete half-race distance, encouragement
from the club president - “get off the front!” was enough for
Colin to decide it was time for someone else to break the wind.

That someone was Bruce Hawker who pushed hard up the
numerous hills in an effort to get away as the now diminished
group headed back towards the Coldstream turnaround on lap
two.  Bruce’s efforts successful in shelling another two and a bit
riders leaving a group of three and the other bit turning for the
return to get the bell for the start of the final lap.  At the turn it
was Bruce, Deb and Colin together with Gary 10 metres in
arrears…but worth 30 metres in those conditions.  Bruce attacked
again on the return, Colin and Deb were equal to the challenge
but the gap to Gary widened.  On the last lap Bruce continued to
attack but it was Deb who rode away … up the hill, gaining a
small gap at the eastern turn for the last time.  But shortly after
the three were back together again (mass + gravity = momentum -
ed.).

The wind continued to play havoc as the three headed towards
Coldstream for the final time.  By now Andrew and Dave had



been lost, no doubt preferring hot chocolate and muffins
somewhere!  As the leading three turned for home Gary was
still chasing but about 800 metres back.  Heading up the final
hill Deb put herself in front and just stretched out a little.  As
she neared the top she went up a couple of gears and quickly
accelerated to gain a handy break on Colin and headed down
the hill untroubled for the win.

Colin came in second with Bruce not far behind for third and
Gary finishing the race in fourth.

Deb always looked strong and is clearly in very good form, as
evidenced by her Easter performances at Maryborough.  It
won’t be long before she is in B grade and earning her place.

d-grade

The hills of Killara Road had Ted McCoy as the man to watch,
that was certainly Paul Kelly’s plan; shadow Ted, let him set
the pace then att ack at the second driveway from the top of the
last hill, crest ahead of all others and finish first.  The
seventeen other riders in the bunch may have had the same
idea (except Ted) or not but they would certainly have a say in
the way the race unfolded.

As with most races on the day the first lap was spent getting a
feel for the conditions and sussing the opposition, no-one keen
to test themselves alone against the wind.

Youth has its impetuity, the start of the second lap seeing a
young and fit looking G. Hodson taking 150 metres on the
older and wiser heads in the bunch.  You’d have thought wiser
but Richard Dobson and Paul Kelly (where’s the plan Paul? -
ed) closed the gap to form a little group of three who, despite
working turns, lost ground to the chase.  After a couple of
kilometres the younger contingent (of the break) conceded and
returned to the bunch while Paul continued to lead the bunch a
merry chase all the way to the bell.

At the bell Paul had a small margin over a group of seven but
was soon reunited with them.  The pace of the chase had taken
its toll on all and the last lap was conducted at a solid but even
pace, all waiting for that last deciding grind to Gruyere Road
before the seemingly equally tough descent to the finish.  It
was Richard who implemented Paul’s plan, his att ack on the
last rise gaining him a gap that he was able to hold to the top

and build on down the other side.  The response from the bunch
was sporadic, those who could tried, those who thought they
could thought about trying and Paul Kelly, with spent legs, went
out the back.  Of the remainder Tim Crowe won the run to the
finish ahead of Darren Smith and Ted McCoy.

e/f-grade (David Mayne)

With a combined total of five riders registering for ‘e’ and ‘f’
grades the two races were combined and the small bunch set off
for its allocated two laps or 32 kilometres.

Heading out from the start line it was fairly sheltered and
everyone settled into a moderate pace.  In his first road race since
joining the club David Mayne wasn't keen to go to the front
opting to sit in and watch how things would unfold.  Coming
back over the start line (8k) the group remained together heading
up over the first of the two significant rises on the eastern end of
the course and out towards the Coldstream airport. Over the eight
kilometres of this leg the lead changed a number of times as all
tried to shelter from the wind which was buffeting all riders.
Even after turning back towards the start line and the bell there
was no shelter until the race was back past the start line and onto
the western section.

The group stayed together to the top of Ford Hill then back to the
Primary school where, on the descent, David rolled down the hill
passing George Goodrope and Rod Goodings to cross the finish
line on the front and lead the way out for the last 8k loop.  David
pushed the pace up the hill and out into the open towards the last
turn, however the wind was pushing back, riders being blown all
over the place, sapping their energy reserves and slowing them
the further they went.  JC Wilson and Ronnie Stranks had been
dropped by this stage and David was sure he was living on
borrowed time, certain that it was only a matter of time before
being passed and left behind by George and Rod.   At the final
turn (with 4k to go) David had 20 metres on the other two so
pushed for home, hoping to survive, hoping to not be overtaken.

Up the last hill, hurting badly and slowing considerably, the gap
to the chasers wasn’t coming back so David buried himself and
headed for home.  Once over the top David could hear the fat lady
warming up, gaining speed down the hill he crossed the finish
line with a good 100m lead.  George having enough to beat Rod
to the crest and hold him off to the line finished second.

Results

Correction to last week’s published Club Championship results.

For some reason, known only to the gremlins in the machine, I misspelt Paul Kelly’s name, so much so that someone else may
have thought they came second.  Apologies to Paul, the results for the seventy and over age group should have looked as follows;

First Second Third

70+ (6) Neil Wray Paul Kelly Les McLean

This weeks results (I hope)

First Second Third Fourth

a-grade (8) Guy Green Phil Smith David Holt

b-grade (14) Nigel Kimber Trevor Coulter Anthony Gullace



c-grade (7) Debbie Chambers Colin O’Brien Bruce Hawker

d-grade (18) Richard Dobson Tim Crowe Darren Smith Ted McCoy

e-grade (5) David Mayne George Goodrope Rod Goodings

Officials

Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Thanks to Nigel Frayne who was responsible
for overseeing the army of marshals and traffic controllers required, these were; Peter Shanahan, David Hyde, Jake Jodlowski,
Rob Harris, Andrew Ferridge, Les McLean, John Pritchard, Justin Murphy, Richard Plumb, Liz Randall, Gavin Plummer.  Also
thanks to Richard Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races and to JC
Wilson who brings the trailer to all our races and Peter Mackie with the drinks.

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday May 2 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday May 9 2:00pm Macclesfield Graded Scratch Races

Saturday May 16 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday May 23 2:00pm Killara Road Graded Scratch Races

Monday May 25 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail
to the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday May 3 10:00am Lancefield Club Championship

Sunday May 10 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday May 17 10:00am East Trentham 44k Handicap

Sunday May 24 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Victorian Veteran Cycling Council Program

* Sunday May 24 10:00am Cororooke Colac May Open 18/5 - $15

* Saturday May 30 1:00pm Rochester “Oppy” Handicap 25/5 - $15

Note : Entries for the two May opens are to be sent to Tom Finning (not to Harry Tams) at 59 Wolseley Grove, Geelong
North, Vic. 3215 .

Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

1/4/2009 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day entries open.

Club Clothing;

A range of cycling clothing is available for sale and usually available from Kevin Starr at the races on Saturday.  The clothing is
made by Giramondo and is sold to members at cost.  EVCC colours and designs are easily recognised in bunches and as such
make it easy for you to find your Eastern friends on organised rides.  They also stand out well in cloudy and gloomy conditions
so that members are visible on the roads whilst training or racing and at the same time you will be promoting the club.

Have a look at the website (www.easternvets.com/clothing.php) for our range of clothing.

*******************


